Volcom Brothers Skate Park Interim Funding Request ‐ $$60,300.00 – Complex Request Q&A:
The Volcom Brothers Skate Park funding request Q&A from the Recreation Commission Meeting:
1. Future cost to Measure R funds concerning maintenance and water for the additions per the funding request,
who is the responsible party, TOML general fund or Measure R?
This is a small area and not much water will be needed, this would fall under the regular TOML
Maintenance along with the small section of pathway.
2. MCWD is in stage 2 water conservation as of 3/9, taking plants out in other areas of town, will planting be
permitted? If so, who will have final approval of what is planted and will they be draught tolerant plants?
The TOML will work with JLA and has final approval over what type of plants will be allowed and
ultimately planted. TOML and JLA will work with MCWD and plant when allowed. They would still like
to install the landscape water system so they are ready to plant when the plan is ready and water
restrictions allow if it isn’t this summer.
Clayton with the Recreation Commission had asked if something could be planted that didn’t need
additional water to survive. The TOML would look at all options for types of drought resistant plants
that would give them the results they were looking for.
3. Is there a benefit to completing the MUP (multi use path) for the entire park instead of just one section?
The pathway has been reduced in size and rerouted to tie into the existing pathway.
4. Is this request a higher priority for Trails End Park over other items for this park that will be brought forward?
No, this has just been brought forward at this time to complete one section of Trails End Park and has
been brought forward with matching funds. There is still a desire to finish the remaining items in this
park to have a fully completed park and TOML and the Recreation Commission will bring this
information forward to be included in the MLR Strategy discussion.
5. Should there be one picnic area for the entire park instead of 3 other benches spread around in other areas of
the skate park? There is a picnic pavilion proposed in‐between the Trails End playground and skate park.
JLA already has the additional picnic benches and tables which would give additional seating around the
skate park perimeter
.
6. Who holds the contract from Volcom, TOML or JLA? What does it encompass and where does the money from
Volcom go for the maintenance of the skate park, TOML or JLA?
Per the Contract between the TOML and Volcom initiated June 21,2010: Volcom shall be obligated to
contribute Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($7500) to the Mammoth Lakes Foundation/JLA
Memorial Fund during each year of the Term, including any extension of the Term, to defray costs
associated with operating the Skate Park.
The TOML works with JLA to receive monies for the maintenance of the Park.
The TOML is currently working with Volcom to extend the agreement with the TOML, Volcom has first
right of refusal to extend their contract for an additional 5 years.

